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Harvard Law School (also known as Harvard Law, 
or simply HLS) unofficially began in 1781 with the 
endowment of the University’s first law chair. The 
school was formally founded in 1817, and is now the 
oldest continuously-running law school in the country. 
It was accredited by the ABA in 1923.

The school is located in Cambridge, MA, and costs a 
little over $70,000 a year to attend. 

With an average incoming class size hovering around 550 
students, Harvard has one of the largest student bodies 
on this list. It counts among its alumni numerous U.S. 
Presidents and United States Supreme Court Justices.  

Easily one of the most recognizable and elite law 
institutions in the world, Harvard continuously sets the 
bar for other top law schools, and prides itself on an 
intensely rigorous academic curriculum combined with 
public service.

The school has a broad range of academic extracurricular 
offerings: It has 24 clinics, 7 study abroad programs, 
and 17 publications. It also has a plethora of social 
opportunities for its students in over 100 student 
groups, including law school mainstays like the Black Law 
Student Association as well as HLS-only organizations 
such as Beeritas (a society dedicated to enjoying fine 
brews), the Squash Club, and the Food Law Society.

Harvard Law School
1515 Massachusetts Avenue, Austin Hall
Cambridge, MA 02138
Phone: 617.495.3109 • Email: jdadmiss@law.harvard.edu
Website: www.law.harvard.edu

THE BASICS

Application deadline:  2/1
Application fee:  $85
Financial aid deadline: 4/1

Type of school: Private
Tuition and fees: $46,718 (2010 - 2011)

Admissions: Rolling (most decisions by late April)
Acceptance percentage: 11% (2009)
Incoming class size: 559 (2009)
Early Action/Early Decision available: No
Part-time program available: No

GPA AND STANDARDIZED TESTS

LSAT 25th - 75th percentile range: 171 - 176
GPA 25th - 75th percentile range: 3.76 - 3.96
TOEFL required for international applicants whose 
primary language is not English, or have not had a 
minimum of 2 years-level English classes.

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

Letters of recommendation: 2 required
Required essays: Personal statement (2-page limit)
Optional essays: None listed
Dean’s Certification: Required for matriculating students
Additional documentation: Résumé (required); 
Applicants may be asked for a phone interview.
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Harvard Law: The PowerScore Perspective
The Gold Standard
Along with Yale and Stanford, Harvard is one of the top 
three law schools in the country. Harvard grads have an 
unspoken prestige attached to their degree that very few 
law school students enjoy, and often the  Harvard name 
speaks volumes for itself without its grads ever having to 
say a word.

Cream of the crop
However, this prestige means that the applicant pool is 
deep, and competition for spots is intense. Just look at the 
percentiles for the incoming classes: LSAT scores of 171 or 
above, and GPAs that are nearly perfect. This is not your 
ordinary group of people, and the simple truth is that if you 
want to go to Harvard, you have to be a stellar applicant. 

Large and in charge
The HLS student body totals around 
1,650 students, and the standard 
large-student-body-d isc la imer 
applies: You will have to work hard to 
get noticed, or else you run the risk of 
getting lost in the shuffle. 

Almost too much
One of the benefits of such a large 
student body is that Harvard has 
some of the most impressive offerings 
of any school in the nation. Over 
100 student organizations. Close to 
20 clinics. Hundreds of courses and 
seminars, over 100 of which have 25 
or less students enrolled. Eight study 
abroad programs (and the option 
to create your own). Seven joint 
degree programs (again,  with the 
option to create your own). Harvard 
Law provides many choices, and 
excellent ones at that. This school has 
something for everyone. 

No grades!
All HLS courses (with the exception of those offered Credit/
Fail) are given marks of Honors, Pass, Low Pass, or Fail. 
There is no published curve, and there are no rankings. In 
essence, the school puts its confidence in you: If you were 
able to get in, you have the chops to stay. And, when it 
comes to employment, you don’t have to worry about class 
ranking or grade point average. With the Harvard name on 
your side, employers don’t really care about your grades. 
Note: while this approach to grades probably sounds ideal 
to most, Harvard Law students are not generally the sort 
that don’t like grades; some  students here reported being 
a bit disappointed by this lack of outside reinforcement...

Not for the faint of heart
A common complaint among some of the students 
surveyed was that the school and faculty didn’t go out of 
their way to provide extensive guidance to their students. 
It would seem that if you’re the kind of student who plans 
to go to law school “to discover what about the law I like 
the most” then HLS might not be the place for you. If 
you’re looking for a school where extensive guidance and 
“hand-holding” is the norm, then HLS won’t make you 
happy. If, on the other hand, you have a very clear idea 
of the path you want your law school (and legal) career to 
take, and you’re a self-sufficient self-starter who prefers 
to take challenges—both professional and academic—on 
your own, then you will thrive in the HLS environment. 

Cambridge: An urban college town
Harvard is located in Cambridge, just outside downtown 
Boston. It’s a win-win: HLS students have all the amenities 

of Beantown at their fingertips, while 
still enjoying the more intimate, 
smaller (but not small) town feel of 
Cambridge.  

Nice digs
The rumors about Harvard Law’s 
dowdy, outdated buildings may have 
been true in the past, but they’re 
not now. Over the last decade, 
HLS has undergone some serious 
renovations, and has emerged 
pristine and new. The outside’s still 
antique—the inside’s anything but. 

Hotel California
A strange thing pops up when 
you look at Harvard Law’s transfer 
numbers: 39 students transferred in, 
but none transferred out. Apparently, 
you can check in any time you like, 

but you can’t ever leave. Or—much more likely—among 
those who have worked hard enough and accomplished 
enough to be deemed worthy of Harvard Law, most feel 
that it would be foolish to leave.

Harvard’s Claim to Fame?  Take your pick. 
While some schools are searching for specific areas of 
strength to highlight, Harvard Law’s problem is more 
about deciding which of the school’s accomplishments to 
brag about. The current President and First Lady of the 
United States studied at Harvard Law, as did most of the 
current US Supreme Court (only three of the nine current 
justices did not attend HLS). A quick look at the alumni list 
is pretty humbling; this is one of many reasons that the 
nonchalant mention of one’s Harvard alma mater in casual 
conversation is often called “dropping the H-bomb.” 

If you’re the kind of 
student who plans to 
go to law school “to 
discover what about 

the law I like the most” 
then HLS might not 

be the place for you. 
If you’re looking for a 

school where extensive 
guidance and “hand-
holding” is the norm, 
then HLS won’t make 

you happy.
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Harvard Law: The Numbers

Full-time: 11% (833 of 7,391 admitted)
Part-time: N/A 

GPA - 75th percentile: 3.96
GPA - Median: 3.89
GPA - 25th percentile: 3.76

LSAT - 75th percentile: 176
LSAT - Median: 173
LSAT - 25th percentile: 171

African-American: 85 (M); 115 (F); 11.3% of student body
American Indian: 6 (M); 5 (F); 0.6% of student body
Asian-American: 85 (M); 94 (F); 10.1% of student body
Caucasian: 508 (M); 431 (F); 53.2% of student body
Hispanic: 41 (M); 36 (F); 4.4% of student body
International: 29 (M); 28 (F); 3.2% of student body
Mexican-American: 16 (M); 12 (F); 1.6% of student body
Puerto Rican: 4 (M); 6 (F); 0.6% of student body
Non-Reported: 156 (M); 108 (F); 15.0% of student body

Transfers in: 39
Transfers out: 0

1L attrition: 2 (0 Academic, 2 Other)
2L attrition: 4 (0 Academic, 4 Other)
3L attrition: 1 (0 Academic, 1 Other)

Merit aid available? No
Grants and scholarships available? Yes
Students receiving grants: 814, 47.1% of student body
Median grant amount: $15,490.00
LRAP program available? Yes

The school does not have merit or “full-ride” scholarships, 
because those would “reduce the resources available for 
need-based aid.” HLS also has a Low Income Protection 
Plan (LIPP) in place, which helps students who go into 
public service after graduation to pay back their loans.

Wireless network availability? Yes
Number of wired connections available: 2,750
Hours per week the library is open: 121
Study seating capacity inside the library: 802 
Number of full-time professional librarians: 37

On-campus Career Services Office? Yes
Number of full-time career services staffers? 9 
Career services specializations: Law firm, business, 
government, public interest, clerkships, academia.

On-Campus Interview (OCI) program? Yes, 2 in the fall 
for 2Ls and 3Ls, and in the spring for 1Ls. 

*All statistics are 9 months after graduation

Employment status known: 590, 100.0% of class
Employment status unknown: 0, 0.0% of class
Employed: 575, 97.5% of class
Pursuing graduate degrees: 6, 1.0% of class
Unemployed: 4, 0.7% of class

Academia: 6, 1.0% of class
Business and Industry: 25, 4.3% of class
Government: 21, 3.7% of class
Judicial Clerkship: 109, 19.0% of class
Law Firms: 379, 65.9% of class
Public Interest: 35, 6.1% of class

HLS students work primarily in the Middle Atlantic region 
of the United States (35%), followed by the South Atlantic 
(17%), New England (13%), and Pacific (18%), although 
they are found in most states and every region of the U.S.  

Students employed in-state: 11%
Students employed in foreign countries: 4%
Number of states where students are employed: 35

49% of students work with the U.S. Court of Appeals, 35% 
work with the U.S. District Court, and 5% work with the 
Supreme Court of the United States. 

HLS has an alumni network of over 37,000 alums 
worldwide, kept in close contact by the Harvard Law School 
Association (HLSA). The HLSA has alumni organizations in 
many countries around the world. 

First-time takers: 588 (62.41% reporting)
Average school pass rate: 97.28%
Average state pass rate: 89.74%
Average pass rate difference: 7.54%

GPA AND LSAT SCORES

ENROLLMENT AND ETHNICITY

TRANSFERS (FIRST-YEAR) AND ATTRITION

FINANCIAL AID

LIBRARY RESOURCES

EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS*

TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT

GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION

ALUMNI NETWORK

CAREER SERVICES

BAR PASSAGE RATES

ACCEPTANCE RATES
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Harvard Law: The School

Harvard Law boasts alumni in academia, law, film, politics, journalism, and business, among many other fields. One 
of the most notable claims to fame the school has is the number of Supreme Court Justices and U.S. Presidents it has 
on its alumni list. Both Rutherford B. Hayes (the 19th U.S. President) and Barack Obama (the 44th U.S. President) 
graduated from HLS. Fourteen Supreme Court Justices have graduated from the school, including Chief Justice John 
Roberts, and Associate Justices Antonin Scalia, Anthony Kennedy, Stephen Breyer and Elena Kagan. Scott Turow, 
author of many well-known legal thrillers, is also an alum, as is Ralph Nader, former presidential candidate. Clive 
Davis, Grammy award winner and current CCO of Sony Music Entertainment Worldwide, is also an HLS alum.

“The Harvard Law School name seems to go a long way in 
terms of getting an interview,” says a current student. Be 
warned, though: You have to  know what you want from 
the school academically and focus on it from the get-go. “If 
I hadn’t [focused] on what excited me,” says one student, 
“I’d have easily become overwhelmed and discouraged.”

Incoming class size: 559 (2009)
Typical first-year section size: 80

Harvard Law requires that students complete the following 
classes in their 1L year: Civil Procedure, Contracts, 
Criminal Law, 1L International/Comparative Law course, 
Legislation and Regulation, Property, and Torts. In 
addition, first-year students must take Legal Research 
and Writing, a Problem Solving Workshop (taken in the 
Winter Term, a three-week period in January between the 
Fall and Spring terms), and a spring upper-level elective 
course of a minimum of two and a maximum of four 
classroom credits. 

In addition, in order to graduate, HLS students must 
complete a Professional Responsibility course, a J.D. 
Written Work Requirement (a research paper written 
either in conjunction with a class or under faculty 
supervision or two shorter faculty-supervised papers), 
a Pro Bono Requirement (40 hours of uncompensated, 
law-related public interest work), and classes during the 
Winter Terms in 2L and 3L years (which can take the shape 
of a course, a writing program, or a clinical program). 

Student-to-faculty ratio: 11 : 1

Harvard Law has a plethora of renowned professors and 
former professors; some of them are:

Robert C. Clark, corporate law and governance expert.
William P. Alford, Chinese law expert.
Elena Kagan, former Dean of the Law School and Associate 
Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States.
Michael J. Klarman, constitutional law expert.
Cass R. Sunstein, Administrator for the White House Office 
of Information and Regulatory Affairs (appointed 2009). 

CLINICS: HLS has 24 clinical programs. They include: Child 
Advocacy Program, Criminal Justice Institute, Criminal 
Prosecution Clinic, Cyberlaw Clinic, Death Penalty Clinic, 
Education Law Clinic/Trauma Learning Policy Initiative, 
Employment Law Clinic, Environmental Law and Policy Clinic, 
Family and Children, Government Lawyer - The Prosecutor, 
Government Lawyer - Semester in Washington, Harvard 
Immigration and Refugee Clinic, Harvard Legal Aid Bureau, 
Harvard Negotiation and Mediation Clinical Program, Health, 
Disability, and Planning, International Human Rights, Judicial 
Process in Community Courts, Post-Foreclosure Eviction 
Defense Housing Clinic, Predatory Lending Prevention/
Consumer Protection Clinic, Sports Law, State Attorney 
General, Supreme Court Clinic, Transactional Law Clinics, and 
an independent clinical program where students can create 
their own curriculum.

STUDY ABROAD: Students can do their 3L year in England as 
part of  a joint J.D./LL.M. program; they can spend a semester 
abroad with any of the schools HLS has a formal exchange 
program with (currently 7), or they can conduct research 
abroad during the Winter Term under faculty supervision. 

JOINT DEGREE: In addition to the Harvard/Cambridge JD/
LLM, the school offers a JD/MBA, JD/MPP or MPA-ID, JD/
MPH, JD/MUP, and JD/PhD. Students can also create their 
own joint-degree program if it’s not already available.

The school currently publishes 17 scholarly journals: Harvard 
Business Law Review, Harvard Journal on Racial and Ethnic 
Justice, Civil Rights-Civil Liberties Law Review, Environmental 
Law Review, Human Rights Journal, Harvard International 
Law Journal, Journal of Law & Gender, Harvard Law & Policy 
Review, Journal of Law and Public Policy, Journal of Law 
and Technology, Journal on Legislation, Latino Law Review, 
Harvard Law Review, Negotiation Law Review, Unbound: 
Harvard Journal of the Legal Left, Journal of Sports and 
Entertainment Law, and National Security Journal.

HLS has both moot court and mock trial programs. The Ames 
Moot Court competition, in which all 1Ls participate, is one 
of the biggest events for first-year students. Both the moot 
court and mock trial programs participate in intramural, 
regional, national, and international competitions. 

CURRICULUM

FACULTY

ACADEMIC OPPORTUNITIES

JOURNALS AND PUBLICATIONS

MOCK TRIAL AND MOOT COURT

• NOTABLE ALUMNI •
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Harvard Law: The Students

• Abigail Adams Society
• Advocates for Education
• Advocates for Human Rights
• Harvard African Law Association
• Alliance for Israel
• American Civil Liberties Union
• American Constitution Society
• Armed Forces Association
• Asia Law Society
• Asian Pacific American Law Students 

Association
• Association for Law and Business
• Beeritas
• Big Brother/Big Sister Organization
• Black Law Students Association
• Black Letter Law Journal
• Board of Student Advisers
• Canadian Law Society
• Caribbean Law Association
• Catholic Law Students Association
• Chamber Music Society
• Child and Youth Advocates
• Christian Fellowship
• Coalition to Stop Bank Evictions
• Committee on Sports and Entertainment 

Law
• Couples Association
• Harvard Defenders
• HLS Democrats
• Direct Action Against Poverty
• Drama Society
• Harvard Journal on Racial and Ethnic 

Justice
• Harvard Law Entrepreneurs
• Environmental Law Society
• Ethics, Law and Biotechnology Society
• European Law Association
• Federalist Society for Law and Public Policy
• Food Law Society
• HLS Forum
• Forum on Local Government and Politics
• Gary Bellow Public Service Award
• HLS Golf Club
• Harvard Law and Health Care Society
• HLS Student Bar Association
• HLS Student Government
• Harvard Immigration Project
• In Vino Veritas
• Harvard International Affairs Council
• International Law Society
• Jewish Law Students Association
• Justice for Palestine
• Kids in the Court Program
• Korean Association of Harvard Law School
• La Alianza
• Labor and Employment Action Project
• Lambda
• Latin American Law Society

• HLS Latter-day Saints Student Association
• Law and Health Care Society
• Law and International Development 

Society
• Law and Mind Sciences
• Legal Aid Bureau
• Legal Theory Forum
• Society for Law, Life, and Religion
• The Society for Law and Global Policy
• The Society of Law and Family Matters
• Mediation Program
• Middle Eastern Law Students Association
• Mississippi Delta Project
• Muslim Law Students Association
• NAACP - HLS Chapter
• National Lawyers Guild - HLS Chapter
• Harvard National Security Research 

Committee
• National Security and Law Association
• Native American Law Students Association
• Harvard Negotiators
• One Day’s Work
• Federalist Society for Law and Public Policy
• Justice for Palestine
• Parents at the Law School
• HLS for Peace
• Prison Legal Assistance Project
• Student Public Interest Network
• Reaching Out Against Depression (ROAD)
• Real Estate Association
• HLS for Reproductive Justice
• HLS Republicans
• Roscoe Pound Society
• HLS Running Club
• Board of Student Advisers
• Committee on Sports and Entertainment 

Law
• National Security and Law Association
• Scales of Justice
• Soccer Club
• Society for Law, Life, and Religion
• Softball Club
• South Asian Law Students Association
• The Southern Legal Society
• Squash Club
• Statler and Waldorf, LLP
• Student Animal Legal Defense Fund
• HLS Student Bar Association
• Student Funded Fellowships
• HLS Student Government
• Student Public Interest Network
• Target Shooting Club
• HLS TaxHelp
• Tenant Advocacy Project
• Tennis Club
• Urban Debate League
• Crew: Men and Women
• Women’s Law Association

During the 2010 admissions cycle, 
HLS received a total of 7,610 
applications, and made 833 offers of 
admission.

48% of the incoming class of 2013 
was female; 52% was male.

37% were students of color.

12% of the class held advanced 
degrees. 

72% were at least 1 year out of 
college. 

52% were 2 or more years out of 
college. 

135 undergraduate institutions were 
represented by the class of 2013. 
A total of 261 institutions were 
represented by the entire student 
body.

42 U.S. states (plus the District of 
Columbia) were represented. 

The students of the class of 2013 
hailed from the Northeast (23%), 
Far West (15%), Mid-South (13%), 

new England (11%), Southeast (9%), 
Great Lakes (6%), South Central (6%), 
Northwest (3%), Midwest (2%), and 
Mountain West (2%). 

In addition to U.S. states, 9% of 
the class of 2013 hailed from 22 
foreign countries. Australia, Austria, 
Canada, China, Dominican Republic, 
El Salvador, France, Ghana, India, 
Ireland, Japan, Kenya, Korea, Mexico, 
Netherlands, Nigeria, Peru, Sudan, 
Taiwan, Trinidad and Tobago, the 
United Kingdom, and Venezuela 
were represented. 

• CLASS PROFILE •

ACTIVITIES AND ORGANIZATIONS
One graduate describes the atmosphere of the class as 
“85% congenial and 15% competitive.” A current student 
agrees: The atmosphere is “generally competitive,” but 
“you can avoid this by finding your niche and choosing 
friends who are more collaborative.”

The student body is one of the biggest on this list 
(approximately 1,650 students ), and this can cause some 
students to feel lost and a little overwhelmed. It is easy to 
get “sucked into the vortex of the law school rat-race,” says 
one student, particularly among students as accomplished 
and driven as those at HLS. 

Of course, Harvard isn’t for everybody. One student 
laments, “I found [my time at HLS] more frustrating than 
rewarding.  There was very little feedback from professors.  
Each class had just one final and one grade.  There was no 
opportunity to receive comments upon work submitted 
(and consequently little opportunity to improve).” The 
large class size also might not be your cup of tea. “My 
biggest problem was access to professors,” says a recent 
grad. “I thought the classes were too large.”

On the other hand, the sheer number of opportunities 
and resources available to students would probably not 
be possible without a student body of this size and quality. 
“Harvard Law School has something for everyone,” says 
one student. “...often a gold mine.” Everything at Harvard 
Law is supersized: The number of student organizations, 
the number of available courses, and the number of 
clinical opportunities. Be prepared, though: Given the 
number of students vying for spots, getting into some of 
the more popular courses can sometimes be a challenge. 
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Harvard Law: The City

Setting: Urban

Located in the midst of Boston/Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
Harvard Law has an urban campus. “I was very excited to 
live in Boston,” says one grad. “There are some really nice 
restaurants and museums,” says a current student. Living 
in this city is one of the advantages of attending Harvard 
Law, and is for many students one of the best parts of the 
experience. 

Attending Harvard Law and living in Boston is not an 
inexpensive proposition, though. Counting tuition, fees, 
and living expenses, students can expect to spend close to 
or just over $70,000 a year. HLS also requires students to 
pay a Harvard University Health Services fee.
  
Estimated academic year living expenses*
Room/Board/Personal  $18,832.00
Books/Supplies $1,150.00
Travel/Transportation  $1,350.00 
Optional health insurance fee (BCBS) $1,788.00        
Mandatory health fee (UHS) $1,166.00
TOTAL $24,286.00
* Values provided by Harvard Law

HLS students have three options when it comes to housing 
while in school: Harvard Law on-campus student housing, 
Harvard Real Estate Services (HRES) University Apartment 
Housing, or off-campus housing. Almost 25% of HLS 
students live on-campus in one of three resident halls or 
an on-campus apartment building. 10% of HLS students 
live in HRES-owned and -operated units. 

On-campus housing available?              Y - 469 units
Average apartment rental cost (1 BR/1 BA) $1,200/mo

The U.S. Census Bureau estimates the 2006 population 
of Boston area to be 590,763 people, with 69.8% of the 
population between 18 and 65 years of age. 35.6% of the 
population has a bachelor’s degree or higher. 

Population density in the Boston area (as per the 2000 
census) is 12,165 persons per square mile. 

The 2000 census puts the ethnic makeup of the city as 
54.5% white, 14.4% of Hispanic or Latino origin, 25.3% 
African American, 0.4% American Indian or Alaskan native, 
7.5% Asian, 0.1% native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, and 
4.4% from two or more races.  

The greater Boston area is serviced by the Massachusetts 
Bay Transit Authority (MBTA), often referred by Boston 
residents as simply “the T.” The MBTA is a complex system 
of buses, subways, commuter rails and ferries. The subway 
is often the primary mode of transportation for HLS 
students; it is composed of four major lines (red, green, 
orange, and blue). HLS offers students the opportunity to 
sign-up for the MBTA Semester Pass Program at a discount 
of 25%. Boston is a city of commuters. For those living 
outside of Boston, the MBTA has a “commuter rail” line 
that makes it easy to come into Boston in the mornings 
and leave in the evenings.

You don’t really need a car in Boston (you can get around 
on the T, via taxi, on one of the many Harvard shuttle 
transports, or by Zipcar), and parking can be a hassle (and 
expensive). Students suggest leaving the car at home.

With over 50 colleges, universities, community colleges, 
and graduate schools in the greater Boston area, the city 
is always bursting at the seams with activities for all ages 
and budget ranges. From the historic (Boston is home to 
hundreds of sites of historical importance), to the cultural 
(there are over 20 museums in Boston, and hundreds 
of musical acts play in one of Boston’s many venues 
every year), and on to the athletic (Boston is home to 9 
professional sports teams, including the Red Sox, New 
England Patriots, Celtics, and Bruins), there is never a 
shortage of things to do and see in  Boston. 

HLS students also benefit from the many attractions 
in Cambridge (many of which are located on Harvard’s 
campus). The American Repertory Theater, Longfellow 
National Historic Site, and Harvard Square are all just a few 
steps from campus, in addition to many eateries, musical 
venues, and stores.

“Harvard Law students, on the whole, rarely leave the 
narrow confines of Harvard to explore Boston—at least 
not in their first year,” says one student, “but when they 
do go out, beware!!!” This is a school where students 
unquestionably work hard and certainly try to play hard. 

HLS current students and grads recommend attending 
a Red Sox game, “going to the North End for Italian 
food and canolis,” “eating Dim Sum in Chinatown,” and 
taking a day to visit the New England Aquarium (located 
in Boston). Students also enjoyed visiting the Boston 
Museum of Science, “rowing/kayaking/paddle-boating 
on the [Charles],” and attending performances of the 
internationally-acclaimed Boston Ballet.

LIVING EXPENSES

HOUSING

DEMOGRAPHICS

PARKING AND PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

AREA ATTRACTIONS & ENTERTAINMENT

CITY MUST-DOs 


